G. ANNEXURE 4.
BRANDING GUIDELINES 2019.
THIS DOCUMENT FORMS PART OF THE SARLSA CONSTITUTION.
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1.

IDENTITY OF SOUTH AFRICAN RUGBY LEAGUE
SPORTING ASSOSIATION.
The South African sporting code “13 Man-Code” will be called “South African Rugby League
Sporting Ass. - SARLSA”.
The sporting code will be controlled by a combined association between the SARL-Board and
the SARL Pty (Ltd) and will be known as the “South African Rugby League Sporting Association
- SARLSA.

2.

SYMBOL
The Rhino is used as the key symbol to represents the sporting code (13 Man-Code).

3.

Symbolism:
“Man is the cause of the demise of the rhino. In the wild, the adult black or white rhino has
no true natural predators, and despite its size and antagonistic reputation, it is extremely easy
for man to kill. A creature of habit that lives in a well-defined home range, it usually goes to
water holes daily, where it is easily ambushed. The dramatic decline in rhino is unfortunate
in an era of increasing conservation but efforts are underway to save the rhino from
extinction. Rugby-League followed a similar path as the rhino. It was banned in the early 60’s
due to the professionalism stigma associated with the code by other. It was decided, in
respect to the rhino to use the Rhino-emblem to represent the 13-man sporting-code because
the sport is also fighting a similar battle for survival.
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4.

LOGO FOR REPRESENTATION
USE:
The SARLSA logo will be used on official clothing wear and communication platforms.

Figure 1: SARLSA LOGO (Bevel)
2019 Update

Figure 2: SARLSA LOGO (Flat)
2018 Previous

Examples of Use
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Writing below the SARL Logo not to exceed the width of the emblem-itself.

5.

PLAYING TEAM LOGO - “THE RHINOS”
USE:
The “Rhino” logo will be used on playing wear by the national teams participating in
international tournament/s.

Figure 3: "The Playing Rhino" (On lighter background)
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6.

LOGO PLACEMENTS ON PLAYING JERSEY/s
(TOURNAMENT/S)
USE:
The Jersey (and associated attire) is for official game-matches, when representing SARLSA
during/at/on international tournament/s and games.

7.

LOGO PLACEMENTS ON PLAYING JERSEY/S
(TOURNAMENT/S) – CONT.

Figure 4: Back/Sides- Logos on Playing Jersey
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8.

LOGO PLACEMENTS ON PLAYING PANTS
USE:
The Pants (and associated attire) is for official game-matches, when representing SARLSA
at/on international tournament/s and games.

9.

LOGO PLACEMENTs ON WARM-UP SHIRT/S
USE:
The Warm-Up-Shirt is to be wear during pre-match & practice sessions, when representing
SARLSA at/on international tournament/s and games.
All sponsors will also be reflected on the warm-up attire.
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Figure 5: Logos on Warm-Up Shirt
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10.

LOGO PLACEMENTS ON GOLF-SHIRT/S &
ASSOCIATED PANTS
USE:
The G-Shirt (and associated pants) is for casual/social wear when representing SARLSA during
official periods at/on international tournament/s. In combination with the associated longpants and/or short-pants can it be used as casual-wear during travel, functions & social
events?

Figure 6: Logos on Golfer & Associated Pants
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11.

LOGO PLACEMENTS ON T-SHIRT/S & ASSOCIATED
PANTS
USE:
The T-Shirt (allocated per Sponsor) is for casual wear when representing SARLSA during official
periods at/on international tournament/s. In combination with the associated short-pants
can it be used as casual-wear for/during travel, casual events & practice sessions?

Figure 7: Logos on T-Shirt & Associated Pants (Per Sponsor)
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12.

LOGO PLACEMENTS ON CARRY-BAG
USE:
The Carry Bag is for casual wear when representing SARLSA during official periods at/on
international tournament/s. It can be used as personal storage by touring members
for/during travel, casual events & practice sessions.

Figure 8: Logos on Carry-Bag
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13.

The SOUTH AFRICAN National Flag

Figure 9: The SA Flag

The new National Flag of the Republic of South Africa, which was taken into use on 27 April
1994, replaces the previous National Flag which flew over South Africa from 31 May 1928 to
26 April 1994. The design and colours of the new National Flag are a synopsis of the principal
elements of South Africa's flag history, from the earliest days to the present time.
The chili red (red/orange), white and blue date back to the earliest times of the country's flag
history; while the green, black and gold first made their appearance in South African national
flags during the 19th century. All six colours featured strongly in more recent South African
flags. As far as the colours of the new flag are concerned, it should be borne in mind that
individual colours, or colour combinations can have widely differing meanings for different
people. For this reason, no universal symbolism should be attached to any of these colours.
They may be interpreted freely.
The unique central design of the flag, which begins as a 'V' at the flag post and comes together
in the center of the flag, extending further, as a single horizontal band to the outer edge of
the fly, can be seen as representing the convergence of diverse elements in South African
society, which then take the road ahead in unison. This idea of convergence and unification
links up with the motto of the National Coat of Arms, !ke e:/xarra //ke, written in the Khoisan
language of the /Xam people, which means 'diverse people unite'.
The National Flag - Additional Information
Colour specifications - South African Bureau of Standards - Textile colours:
GREEN - CKS 42 c Spectrum green
BLACK - CKS 401 c Blue Black
WHITE - CKS 701 c National flag white
GOLD - CKS 724 c Gold yellow
RED - CKS 750 c Chilli red
BLUE - CKS 762 c National flag blue
Approximate Pantone equivalents GREEN - 3415 c
GOLD - 1235 c
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RED - 179 c
BLUE - reflex blue c

14.

Flying the National Flag
The following instructions which are the interest to the public at large, are contained in a
government Notice published by the then Office of the State President on 26 April 1994.
When the National Flag is displayed vertically against a wall, the red band should be to the left
of the spectator with the hoist or the cord seam uppermost; when it is displayed horizontally,
the hoist should be to the left of the spectator and the red band uppermost.
When the National Flag is displayed next to or behind the speaker in a hall or other meeting
place, for example with him on a stage, it must be placed to the speaker's right hand. When it
is placed elsewhere in the hall or meeting place it should be to the right of the audience.
When the National Flag is displayed together with:

15.

a)

Any other flags, it must be hoisted first and lowered last;

b)

the national flags of other countries, all the flags should be of approximately equal
size and must be flown at an equal height, and the National Flag of the Republic of
South Africa must be on the right side of the building or platform (that is to say, on
the left side from the observer's point of view);

c)

Any other flags, not being other national flags, on separate flagstaffs, the National Flag
must be in the middle or on the left side from the observer's point of view or at the
highest point of the group;

d)

Any other flags on the same flag staff, it must be at the top;

e)

any other flag on crossed staffs, the National Flag must be to the spectators' left and
its staff must be in front of the staff of the other flag; and

f)

Another flag or flags in procession, the National Flag must be on the marching right.
If there is a row of flags, the provisions of (c) above apply

South Africa's National Anthem
Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika was composed in 1897 by Enoch Sontonga, a teacher at a Methodist
mission school in Johannesburg. It was one of many songs he composed, and he was
apparently a keen singer who composed the songs for his pupils. The words of the first stanza
were originally written in Xhosa as a hymn. Seven additional Xhosa stanzas were later added
by Samuel Mqhayi, a poet. Most of Sontonga's songs were sad, witnessing the suffering of
African people in Johannesburg, but they were popular and after his death in 1904 choirs used
to borrow them from his wife.
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Solomon Plaatje, one of South Africa's greatest writers and a founding member of the ANC,
was the first to have the song recorded. This was in London in 1923. A Sesotho version was
published in 1942 by Moses Mphahlele. The Rev J L Dube's Ohlange Zulu Choir popularized
Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika at concerts in Johannesburg, and it became a popular church hymn that
was also adopted as the anthem at political meetings.
For decades Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika was regarded as the national anthem of South Afrika by the
oppressed and it was always sung as an act of defiance against the apartheid regime. A
proclamation issued bythe State President on 20 April 1994 stipulated that both Nkosi Sikelel'
iAfrika and Die Stem (the Call of South Africa) would be the national anthems of South Africa.
In 1996 a shortened, combined version of the two anthems was released as the new National
Anthem.
There are no standard versions or translations of Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika so the words vary from
place to place and from occasion to occasion. Generally, the first stanza is sung in Xhosa or
Zulu, followed by the Sesotho version.
Nkosi sikelel' iAfrika and Die Stem/The Call of South Africa)
Nkosi sikelel' iAfrika
Maluphakanyisw' uphondo lwayo,
Yizwa imithandazo yethu,
Nkosi sikelela, thina lusapho lwayo.
Morena boloka setjhaba sa heso,
O fedise dintwa la matshwenyeho,
O se boloke, O se boloke setjhaba sa heso,
Setjhaba sa South Afrika - South Afrika.
Uit die blou van onse hemel,
Uit die diepte van ons see,
Oor ons ewige gebergtes,
Waar die kranse antwoord gee,
Sounds the call to come together,
And united we shall stand,
Let us live and strive for freedom,
In South Africa our land.

16.

Extras/ Examples/Designs:
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Extras/ Examples/Designs (Cont.)
Bench Jacket
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17.

EXAMPLES OF CLUB AND PROVINCIAL LOGOS.
PROV/REGION: LIMPOPO- LIMPOPO BISONS
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PROV/REGION: MPUMALANGA- MPHUMALANGA PANTHER

Ermelo Tomahawks- Ermelo

Rabbitohs- Middelburg
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Witbank Tigers- Witbank

PROV/REGION: WESTERN CAPE- WPRFL RUGBY LEAGUE

Cape Heynas- Cape Town- Green Point

Cape Town Knights- Cape Town-

Durbanvill
West Coast Tigers- Cape Town- Mitchells Plain
Goodwood

Western Warriors- Cape Town-
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PROV/REGION: GAUTENG (NORTH)- NORTHERN BULLS

Pretoria Bulls RC 1- Pretoria-Groenkloof

UP-TuksRL RedsGroenkloof Pretoria

Pretoria Bulls RC 2- Pretoria-Groenkloof

UP-TuksRL BluesGroenkloof Pretoria
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SILVERBACKS - Pretoria Silverton
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18.

SARLSA CARTOONS

19.

CONCLUSION
Each province has the sole responsibility to award Provincial Colours. The Provincial blazer can
be any colour as decided by the Provincial Board and have the provincial logo on the pocket.
The emblem can either be the official Provincial Coat of Arms, (only with the permission of the
SA Provincial Governance Authority) or if decided by majority decision by the province, an
alternative logo representative of the province
Awarding of Provincial Colours may be awarded the following:
Provincial Chairmen
Provincial Board members
Provincial Players if they have represented their province in an international or national
competition and/or tournament
Members of the province who have delivered exceptional service to the province in promoting
the game of rugby league in the province (subject to approval by both the Provincial and
National Board)
The document “G” BRANDING GUIDELINES has been added to the Constitution and this has been ratified on the 2020 SARLA
AGM

Signed on the 7th of MARCH 2020 at the HPC Pretoria
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